Advancing Human Rights Grants Data: Issues, Funding Strategies, and Populations

Human Rights Issues and Subcategories

Access to Justice/Equality Before the Law
Civic and Political Participation
  Right to Peaceful Assembly and Association
  Voting Rights
Economic and Labor Rights
Environmental and Resource Rights
  Cooperative Rights/Sustainable Agriculture Rights
  Right to a Healthy Environment/Share in and Determine the Distribution of Lands, Territories, and Resources
  Right to Own Property
  Right to Water
Equality Rights and Freedom from Discrimination
Expression and Information Rights
  Freedom from Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, and Correspondence
  Freedom of Opinion and Expression
  Freedom of Information
Freedom from Violence
  Freedom from Domestic Violence
  Freedom from Gender/Identity-based Violence
  Freedom from Slavery and Trafficking
  Freedom from Torture and Degrading Treatment
  Freedom from Other Forms of Violence
Health and Well-being Rights
  Right to Adequate Housing
  Right to Rest and Leisure
  Right to the Enjoyment of the Highest Attainable Standard of Physical and Mental Health
Migration and Displacement
  Right to a Nationality and Freedom to Change Nationality
  Right to Asylum in Other Countries
Sexual and Reproductive Rights
  Right to Decide Freely and Responsibly on the
  Number and Spacing of Children
  Right to Sexual Expression
Social and Cultural Rights
  Freedom of Belief and Religion
  Right to Education
  Right to Marriage and Family
  Right to Participate in the Cultural Life of a Community/Engage in Community Duties Essential to Free and Full Development
Transitional Justice and Peacebuilding
Human Rights—General

Funding Strategies

Advocacy, Systems Reform and Implementation
Arts and Culture
Capacity-building and Technical Assistance
Coalition-building and Collaboration
Grassroots Organizing
Litigation and Legal Aid
Media and Technology
Public Engagement and Awareness-raising
Research and Documentation
Scholarships and Travel
Security and Resilience

Populations

Children & Youth
Human Rights Defenders
Indigenous Peoples
LGBTQI
Migrants & Refugees
People with Disabilities
Sex Workers
Women and Girls